This paper investigates the electronic book production and distribution practices adopted by the Publishers in Southeast Nigeria
Introduction
The advances in Information Communication Technologies have structurally changed the way books are produced, distributed and sold. Book publishers all over the world are diversifying into electronic publishing -digital publication of e-book, digital magazines, and the development of digital libraries and catalogues. Strongly associated with electronic publishing are many non-network electronic publications such as encyclopedias on CD and DVD as well as technical and reference publications relied on by mobile users. The entry of core technology companies into the publishing space and the introduction of portable electronic reading devices have made digital books gain wider interest. Digital technology has changed the face of all media, including print. In order to survive, all parties involved must adapt and focus on the consumers' changing needs [1] . Publishers in Nigeria who fail to digitalize their future/current book titles may lose out in the emerging publishing market [2] .
The print products (print media) can be used by the customers directly (the information is available on paper), whereas electronic media (e.g. CD-ROM or network as a medium) requires special equipment for its visualization (monitor, computer, connection to the network).
Electronic books (e-books) are book titles that are available online. They can be read as e-mail, retrieved by a portable electronic reading device or as a file and can be downloaded on a computer [3] . The most popular method of getting an e-book is to purchase a downloaded file of e-Book from a website, such as Barnes andcontinue to evolve and adapt. In this way, the different media compete for the public's attention and jockey for positions of dominance but no media has yet disappeared. It is obvious that each medium contributes to the development of its successors" [4] . E-book publishing is enabling new authors to release books that would be unlikely to be profitable for traditional publishers. It makes a wider range of books available, including books that would not have been available in book retailers' shop due to insufficient demand. This technology also responds quickly to changing market demand, reduces production and distribution costs and gets more books to readers faster than the current publishing business model. This fundamental shift in the media scope is driving on how consumers engage with brands and how marketers have to go where the customers are, in order to communicate effectively and efficiently [1] . There are indications that electronic publishing is becoming a major mode of publishing in many countries [5] .
This paper investigates the electronic book production and distribution practices adopted by the Publishers in Southeast Nigeria because of the global growing interest in writing new book titles in digital form as well as converting paper titles to digital content.
Problem Statement
The emergence of new communication technology shrinks the world into a global village and made authors to market their digital contents directly to their consumers. The business of book publishing has advanced from hand setting of movable metal type to Linotype setting, Monotype setting, Lithographic offset printing, Word processing, Desktop publishing, online books and now portable electronic books [2] . But today, print channel is limited to a certain field of applications.
The books being produced by the indigenous publishers could not compare with the established Publishing Houses abroad and many publishers are no longer in the business. Publishing houses have closed down because there was no capital to continue, while the rest have been struggling to survive [6] . It has not been easy for many indigenous publishers in recent years.
The computer literacy level in the society is low and majority of the populace do not find any comfort in reading from a computer screen. The high cost of personal computer in the country has also caused a considerable low computer ownership density and limited access to Internet facilities.
It is really worrisome to imagine how the publishers in the Southeast Nigeria could survive the changing global publishing business if they fail to adapt e-book technology now. The need to find answers to this worry is what informed this study.
Justification
It is expected that this study will help the publishers to integrate electronic book (e-book) publishing technology in their present and future book titles in order to be relevant in the emerging publishing market. It is also expected that the rapidity in the publishing industry will create opportunities for the publishers in the global competition.
Objectives
The general objective is to assess the adaptation of electronic book publishing technology by the publishers in Southeast Nigeria.
The specific objectives are as listed below:
 To determine the extent in which e-book technology is adopted by educational publishers in Southeast, Nigeria.  To examine the benefits accrued by educational publishers who adopt e-book technology in Southeast, Nigeria.  To ascertain the challenges posed by the adaptation of e-book technology in the publishing business in Southeast, Nigeria.
Research Questions
 To what extent has Digital Book Technology been adopted by Educational Publishers in Southeast Nigeria?  What are the benefits of the adaptation of digital book technology to educational publishers in Southeast Nigeria?  What are the challenges posed by the adaptation of e-book technology in the publishing business in Southeast Nigeria?
Scope of the Study
The scope of this study was narrowed down to the Educational Publishers in Onitsha, Anambra State and Enugu, Enugu State, both in Southeast zone Nigeria. Electronic book publishing technology as operationalized in this study refers to books distributed by any form of electronic device, including books on CD-ROM, Books in Cassette, Paper books with CD-ROM, Audio CD Books and Print-on-Demand.
Limitations of the Study
The limitations of this study include the poor attitude of some of the educational publishers to research work. They were reluctant to accept appointment for oral interviews but would rather prefer to complete the copy of questionnaire.
The research also observed that a reasonable number of the Educational Publishers in the Southeast Nigeria print and market only the Traditional Hardcopy Book Titles, unlike what happens in Lagos and Ibadan (Southwest Nigeria).
Literature Review
Technology plays a dominant role in changing almost all facets of the publishing industry, from the writing to the distribution of books to final consumers. Even the process of distributing books to the final consumers has been made easier with electronic mail, inventory management programs and other tools. According to former Times Mirror group Vice-President, Jerome Rubin, whereas Gutenberg's moveable type enabled such mass distribution of identical copies upon its implementation in the fifteenth century, the twentieth century's "electronic technologies allow the creation of infinite variations" [7] .
Digital communication technologies and processes for designing and producing information as print media or electronic media are penetrating the market. This means that the production processes for both groups of media are closely interconnected by a common basis, the pre-media production section. The pre-media area prepares the content and produces a digital document that may, to a large extent, be used in both sectors of production; "cross-media publishing" has become possible and is in place in the printing, publishing and communication industries [8] .
Basically, new technology has enabled the consumer to assume some of the traditional publisher's role in the choice and format of information, leaving the consumer with more control [7] . The Transfer of Information, documents and content via electronic media (CD-ROM or Internet) creates a varied array of interesting and useful applications. Electronic media can provide innovative alternatives to print media. In contrast to the simple, flexible handling of the common book, however, digital playback of reading material can be relatively complicated and awkward [8] .
Suitable software tools and interactive user interfaces will enable the text passage to be marked with circling, highlighting or page marking. These are measures that will improve the acceptance of electronic books. Several websites such as www.fictionwise.com, www.gutenberg.org and www.memoware.com, offer e-books specifically for PDAs and cell phones. Existing models such as the Rocket e-book (NuvoMedia), Softbook (Softbook Press) and EB Study Model (Everybook) have made it easier for readers to peruse an e-book. Additionally, by mastering a few key functions, the user can operate this e-book in a variety of places, thus making network-independent reading simple.
Convergence is altering almost all aspects of the book industry. Most obviously, the Internet is changing the way books are distributed and sold. But this new technology, in the form of epublishing, the publication of books initially or exclusively online, offers a new way for writers' ideas to be published. Epublishing can take the form of d-books and print on demand (POD) [9] . Digital books content could also be selected and downloaded from the catalogue of books in Publishers' Database and instantly printed as Print-on-Demand (POD) titles in a bookstore that has the appropriate technology. The printed and bound copies are produced on demand with the possibility of buying chapter-by-chapter. Examples of POD Publishers are Xlibris, Authors House, and Toby Press.
E-books have potential in enhancing distance education. In particular, e-books are able to enhance the interaction between educators and students when dealing with teaching and learning materials [3] . Computers and computerized editorial systems are now used to write texts, process images and produce books.
The Internet and World Wide Web (www) are facilitating the publishing of books in the areas of typesetting, layout and editing, on-line distribution, on-line ordering, marketing, advertising, pricing, payments and hiring [2, 10, 11, 12] . Most digital publishers now provide a full range of services such as copy editing, online publishing, securing or commissioning artwork, jacket design, promotion, and in some cases, even hard copy distribution to brick-and-mortar book stores, based on a variable royalty or fee arrangement.
The content of e-book can be delivered to multiple platforms and operating systems to reach broad audience at a reduced cost. The use of CD-ROM and Internet publishing has circumvented the constraints of paper to a reasonable extent if extensively adopted.
The advantages of e-publishing for readers are in time and money. D-books are down loaded at a very low cost as compared with the cost of the hardcopy and an electronic bookstore never closes. No matter what time of the day or night, readers can download their textbooks and begin reading immediately. Print-on-Demand (POD) reduces production and distribution cost, by getting books faster and cheaper to readers, than the current publishing business model.
The physical form of books is changing using this new technology -many of today's books are no longer composed of paper pages snuck between two covers [13] . The Internet is changing the way books are The Internet made it possible for an author to write a book, puts it on a website and offers it for sale, without the aid of a traditional publisher or retailer. An author could as well place a manuscript on a website run by a company that collects and distributes e-books. Distributed and sold
The challenges of book distribution can be remedied by making books more accessible through alternative publishing models; electronic publishing and through print-on-demand technologies [2] . He concluded by saying that e-publishing in Nigeria is simply a novelty and the appropriate reading habit a mirage. Digital content is ever-harder to control. In one sense, everything is Openaccess. Even though some publishers are fighting the pirated titles with law suits and authentication technology, others embrace open access [14] .
Digital books are now distributed over several delivery channels, primarily a combination of print and Internet. The Internet helps larger media organisation to have more publication channels. It has opened new frontiers for expansion, taste and distribution of print information thus, sustaining industrialization in Nigeria. Books could also be made more accessible through co-publishing; a model that allows publishers from different parts of the world to publish a book jointly so that a title is made available to different markets by publishers in the respective territories [15] .
Some authors now take advantage of e-publishing to publish their e-book on the Internet by themselves [2] . Authors who publish in their own websites keep 100 percent of the income while authors who distribute their works through an established e-publisher. Additionally, he said that they usually get royalties of 40 percent to 70 percent, compared to the 5 percent to 10 percent offered by traditional publishers.
Generally underdeveloped market, a weak developed reading culture, lack of distribution hubs such as commercial outlets and short print runs are part of the challenges facing book publishers today [16] . The publication of e-book is technology driven, cheaper, and there is no distribution or warehousing cost.
Theoretical Framework
The study was anchored on Technological Determinism Theory whereby technology is viewed as a driver of social change. It explains that when new systems of technology are developed, society will immediately change and adapts to that technology. Hence, "the medium is the message".
Media do not only extend our reach and increase our efficiency, they act as filter to organize and interpret our social existence [17] . The message that is produced on the traditional print media on paper formats is unique in many ways with the same message that is produced on the electronic board of a computer. The innovation of electronic book publishing technology opens a new frontier for production, expansion, taste and distribution of books in Nigeria.
A change in technology has a multiplier effect on other factors. Hence, the phrase, "we shape our tools and they in turn shape us" explains how one aspect of change affects all others. The digitalization and convergence of computer technology have greatly influenced the way information is produced and disseminated in the Book Publishing Industry. A consumer that obtained gratification in reading various book publications online, as against reading only the traditional paper books will not hesitate to adopt the e-books. Similarly, a publisher is likely to be interested in the direction of the market force and the profit that will be realized from every venture. He is likely to adopt the new technology as a result of the market shift to satisfy customers' demand and taste. The electronic book technology (shaping of our tools) compels educational publishers to adjust and reposition themselves in order to use the modern tools (they in turn shape us).
The application of Technological Determinism Theory in this study is justified since the change in technology made book publishers to acquire more sophisticated skills that help print information to appreciate in value.
Methodology
The survey research method and semi structured interviews were used to gather data from practicing publishers in Enugu, Enugu State and Onitsha in Anambra State, Nigeria, where about 75 percent of all the publishing houses in the Southeast zone, Nigeria are based.
Fifteen (15) copies of questionnaire were distributed to practicing educational book publishers in Onitsha, Anambra State, and Enugu in Enugu State, Nigeria. The questionnaire consists of thirteen (13) close-ended questions. Fifteen (15) copies of questionnaire were successfully completed; giving a return rate of 100 percent. In order to validate the data from the survey, semi structured interviews were conducted with two publishers based in Enugu and Onitsha respectively. Notes from the in-depth interviews were transcribed and analyzed using hermeneutic interpretation. Data from the survey was analyzed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS).
The following publishers were randomly selected from the list of printing and publishing companies in Nigeria [18] 
Data Presentation
The data in table 1 shows that 3 publishers or 20 percent of their sampled publishers engage in book publishing only while 12 publishers or 80 percent combine printing and publishing. The above data shows that the majority of the respondents were educational book publishers. Table 2 shows that 7 publishers, representing 47 percent of the sampled book publisher either produce and market their traditional books with CD-ROM, 11 publishers or 73 percent have digitized their books and market them online as print-on-demand 20%
80%
Publishing only
Printing & Publishing titles 7 publishers or 47 percent market their books as CD-ROM only, while 2 publishers, representing 13 percent of the respondents, market their e-books in Cassette and CD. The analyzed data above indicated that majority of the publishers adapt the Print-on-demand technology for e-book publishing. The data in The data in table 4 above shows that 13 publishers, representing 87 percent of the entire population admit that new technologies improved the prepress in the areas of reformatting, editing and easy input of information. 11 publishers or 73 percent admitted that there is improvement in redesigning and printing, while 9 publishers or 60 percent and 8 publishers or 53 percent identified improvement in the rewriting and spell-checking of typeset matters. The analyzed data indicated that electronic editing has made it easy for publishers to input, reformat, edit, reformat and print books. Table 5 : Skill development strategies adopted for e-book publishing. Table 5 shows that 10 publishers, representing 67 percent train staff on digital publishing through the in-service-course, 11 publishers, representing 73 percent train staff on-the-job, while 3 publishers, representing 20 percent train the staff through the short-service-course. The analyzed data indicated that the publishers adopted "In-service-Training" strategies to embrace ebook technology. Table 6 shows that 15 respondents, representing 100 percent are of the opinion that Incessant power failure and fluctuation of electricity is a factor undermining the adoption of e-book technology in the Southeast Nigeria, while 12 respondents, representing 80 percent of the sampled publishers indicated that cyber copyright and piracy are militating against the flourishing of electronic commerce in Southeast Nigeria. 11 respondents, representing 73 percent opined that they encountered the challenge of learning a new skill (computer technology) in the adaptation of e-book publishing technology. Eight (8) respondents, representing 53 percent admitted that the adaptation of new technologies has rendered some publishing equipment redundant, while 6 publishers agreed that staff were retrenched and most of the publishing organizational settings were restructured as a result of the adaptation of e-book technologies. The analyzed data indicated that incessant power failure, cyber copyright and piracy constitute a major obstacle to the adaptation of e-book technology. The survey shows that educational publishers in Southeast Nigeria adopted more of the print-on-demand titles (73%) than other variety of e-book products on Table 3 , and closely followed by the adoption of CD-ROM attachment to the traditional book (47%).
Training

Research Question Two: What are the benefits of the adaptation of digital book technology to educational publishers in Southeast Nigeria?
The adoption of digital books has significantly contributed to the improvement in the quality of published books in the areas of cover design (100%), book content (93%), inside illustrations (67%), and layout (53%), as indicated in table 4. (table 6 ). The survey also shows that the marketing and distribution of e-book is chiefly through "e-publishing partnership (73%). In order to ensure the preparedness of the local workforce for the shift in technology, the type of the training adopted for the purpose of e-book technology was investigated. The survey shows that the most prominent skill development strategies adopted for e-book publishing in the Southeast is "on-the-job training (73%) and inservice course (67%).
Research Question Three: What are the Challenges posed by the adaptation of e-book technology in the publishing business in Southeast Nigeria?
The survey shows that there is no security for the protection of intellectual property that is in digital form such as e-book (80%), and copies are distributed over the internet or via pirated CDROMs at a very low cost. The survey collaborated the opinion of Mr. James Opara's view that the rate of piracy is discouraging a lot of publishers from publishing their e-books in the southeast Nigeria, since piracy has adverse effect on job turnover. The incessant power failure/fluctuation of electricity is a major hindrance to the adaptation of e-book technology in the Southeast Nigeria (100%). The e-book technology involves the learning of new skill (computer technology), and some of the publishers sampled indicated that it constituted a great challenge (73%). Some analogue publishing equipment and staff were rendered redundant due to the adaptation of e-book technology by educational publishers (table 9) .
Conclusion and Recommendations
Conclusion
The study shows, in empirical term, that the rate of adaptation of e-book technology by educational publishers in the southeast Nigeria is relatively low. However, books are now distributed and sold in digital forms as online books and print on demand titles by publishers in southeast Nigeria through the Internet. E-book technology has greatly improved book publishing in the area of pre-press; formatting, layout, editing, spell checking and design.
This agrees with the suggestion [1] that this fundamental shift in the media scope is driving on how consumers engage with brands and how marketers have to go where the customers are, in order to communicate effectively and efficiently. It also agrees with the argument [20] that the book publishing industry will be profoundly affected by the shift to digital. We further discovered that educational publishers who adopted e-book technology in the southeast Nigeria used the e-publishing technology to release books that consumers would not have been able to find in standard retailers' bookshops due to insufficient demand for the traditional 'print-run'.
This attribute was characterized by underdeveloped market and a weak developed reading culture [16] . Accordingly, some authors now take advantage of e-book to publish their work on the Internet. This innovation has empirically opened new frontier for production and expansion via distribution of books in Nigeria.
E-publishing has responded to the changing market demand by making a wide range of books available and enabling the traditional book publishers digitize their current book titles. However, Lack of adequate regulations for the protection of intellectual resources, high cost of digital equipment, incessant power failure and high cost of using alternative power supply for e-book distribution, are some of the challenges undermining the adaptation of e-book publishing technology in Southeast Nigeria.
Despite these challenges, e-book distribution and sales are now accessible through alternative publishing model: electronic publishing and through print-on-demand technologies [2] . Generally, the adaptation of e-book technology is gaining reasonable ground among educational publishers in Southeast Nigeria.
Recommendations
The government should provide an enabling environment through dependable infrastructure for the publication and marketing of ebooks in the Southeast Nigeria.
Efforts must be intensified to ensure that the publishing houses in Nigeria are comparable with their counterparts in developed countries in order to avoid print flight. Indigenous book publishers should go beyond the appreciation of imported printed items and strategies on the possibility of replicating the same in Southeast Nigeria.
Policy makers should put relevant law in place that will discourage pirates from exploiting the intellectual resources of electronic book publishers.
Institutions and corporate organizations should be encouraged to have their e-libraries and e-learning platforms so as to encourage e-book technology and electronic book consumers to be able to read at their own pace anytime and anywhere.
There should be relevant regulatory bodies in e-publishing and traditional book publishing business that will monitor the standard of published books and ensure that it meets the approved standard. This body should observe ethics, rules and regulations for engaging in the publishing industry.
The Federal and State Governments should give financial assistance to educational Book publishing industry, to enable them to transit from the traditional book publishing into electronic book publishing. They should also enhance power generation to the industry.
The Book Publishers Association of Nigeria should make serious commitment to develop the indigenous book market.
